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ABOUT THE FILM
In The Heart of a Teacher, a stern new schoolteacher has
replaced Elizabeth at the schoolhouse and no one is happy.
Mayor Gowen says he can do nothing because a letter from
Thomas Higgins, the Superintendent of Schools, suggests
Elizabeth used her family connections to get the job in the
first place. Devastated at the accusation, Elizabeth goes to
Cape Fullerton to confront Higgins who instead of helping,
propositions her. Meanwhile, Constable Jack hears that the
Mounties are struggling in the Northern Territories and
when he receives word that a good friend has been killed,
makes a decision that will change his and Elizabeth’s lives
dramatically.

The Heart of a Teacher provides audiences an opportunity to
consider the intrinsic values a good teacher must have, as
well as the responsibility the job carries. After viewing the
film, this guide can help generate discussions and assist with
seeing the importance of a good reputation as well as the
need for individuals to stand-up against evil.
The lessons are supplemented with movie clips that you
will find in the bonus section of the When Calls the Heart
– The Heart of a Teacher DVD. These clips were specifically
selected to help you set the tone and furnish the context
for your discussion. There are also suggested passages from
Scripture, tied to scenes from The Heart of a Teacher. These
passages are accompanied by discussion questions for use in
discussion groups.

From celebrated author Janette Oke (The Love Comes
Softly series) comes a rigorous and romantic adventure
as epic as the wide frontier. Erin Krakow (Army Wives),
Daniel Lissing (Eye Candy), Jack Wagner (Melrose Place)
and Lori Loughlin (Full House, 90210) star in The Heart
of a Teacher, a beautiful story that explores “many of the
values we all hold precious such as love, family, friendship,
community, faith and caring about one another.”
EDIFY FILMS INC.
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DISCUSSION
Introduce the discussion of The Heart of a Teacher by saying
something such as, “We’re going to talk about several
topics that relate to principles in the film that can make a
difference in how we approach life from the perspective of
our faith.” Next, give a brief overview of the film and then
play the clip you have selected. The clips will be found in
the Bonus - Bible Study Guide section of the DVD.
Once the film clip finishes playing, open the door for
discussion using the questions and scriptures provided
in the guide written under each theme - or use some of
your own. (Noted personal questions are for introspection
rather than group conversation.) A summary of the topic in
“Heart of the Matter” is at the end of each theme. To finish,
close each session by providing time for people to write
what they feel is their personal “My Lesson to Learn,” in the
space provided at the end of each topic section.

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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NOTE:
It is not necessary to undertake all of the topics in one
session. You can cover few of the topics or all of them in
your Bible study. It’s up to you. The guide works best if
everyone has seen The Heart of a Teacher, and the clips
work as a fresh reminder to show prior to the discussion.
In the event some in your group have not seen the film,
you can provide them with the context of the clip before
watching it. This information can be found in the
italicized text that precedes the questions.
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THE HEART OF A TEACHER IS …

An Upright Heart
PLAY - ACCUSATION
(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Teacher DVD)

In the clip, Hope Valley schoolteacher Elizabeth Thatcher learns
an accusation against her has cast suspicion on her integrity. If
not disproved, this young woman’s teaching career will end.
1. Miss Thatcher’s reputation is in question. A) Put
yourself in Elizabeth’s situation and describe the
emotions you would feel upon learning the contents of
the letter, and also hearing Mayor Gowen’s comments.
Next, debate why the letter hadn’t surfaced until now. B)
Abigail Thornton offers to accompany Elizabeth to Cape
Fullerton. Discuss what this says about their friendship
as well as her belief in Elizabeth’s character. C) Elizabeth
is offered the opportunity to begin a private school.
What does her decision to not accept the offer say
about the importance of her good name? D) Personal or
Share: Has there ever been a time when your character
– or someone close to you – was maligned unjustly? If
so, what was the cost to you initially and how did you
regain your good reputation? Journal your memories in
My Lesson to Learn, explaining what sustained you.

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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2. Finding Truth: A) Read Proverbs 11:3, 15:8-9, 21:21,
Psalm 25:21, 97:11, 112:1-4, Matthew 5:8 and then
discuss these questions: What is the relationship
between the heart and conduct? What are the rewards
and benefits of integrity? B) In 1 Samuel 16:1-12 God
chooses the next king. Read the verses and then consider
what importance verse 7 holds in regards to uprightness.
Explain. C) Personal or Share: Find Luke 6:43-45,
Galatians 5:22-23 in your Bible and then evaluate what
kind of fruit others see in you: Grade A-1 or wormy, and
why? What does this exercise tell you about your heart?
Record your analysis in My Lesson to Learn.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
A good reputation is built over time and with it comes hope
for a prosperous life, one lived honorably and known for
its integrity. In Hope Valley, Elizabeth Thatcher has gained
the trust of the townspeople as she teaches their children,
a beautiful example of a woman whose actions speak to
the values in her heart. To be cast in a different light by a
false accusation strikes the core of who this schoolteacher
is in every aspect of her being; her tarnished name must
resolutely be cleared. For Elizabeth and the community that
loves her, it is a shared mission to regain her reputation of
having an upright heart.
LESSON TO LEARN :

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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Brave Heart
PLAY - CONFRONTATION

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Teacher DVD)

In the clip, Elizabeth Thatcher has traveled to Cape Fullerton
to ask Superintendent of Schools Higgins for a
retraction of his statement, one that has called
her integrity into question. Accompanying
her on the trip is Abigail Stanton who
encourages her to follow-up with a former
classmate teaching in that same town.

2. Finding Truth: A) Read the following verses and then
discuss how they could help you feel braver when
facing a difficult challenge: Isaiah 41:10, Psalm 118:67, Matthew 18:20, Zephaniah 3:17. B) Read Daniel
6:1-22 and describe why these measures were taken
to destroy an innocent man. Now discuss the courage
Daniel exhibited in these scriptures. C) Personal or
Share: Think of a time when you have been faced with a
situation that has required great courage. What, or who,
supported you? Journal your thoughts in My Lesson to
Learn.

1. Elizabeth Thatcher’s teaching career
is dependent upon clearing her name.
A) Discuss the worries Elizabeth may be
experiencing prior and during her faceto-face meeting with Superintendent
Higgins. B) Debate how power
and position come into play
in this scene. C) When
Elizabeth later meets over
tea with Francine, describe
the clues that lead Elizabeth
to believe this schoolteacher has
also been a victim. D) Personal or
Share: If you were to experience sexual
harassment in the workplace, what would
keep you from speaking up about it?

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Courage is called upon in Hope Valley and beyond when
power and position seem to undermine innocence and
humility. Such is the case when Elizabeth meets her accuser
face-to-face and is greeted with “And who do you think
they’ll believe, a small-town teacher with a black mark on
her record or a man with my credentials and reputation?”
Yet, this threatening encounter with Superintendent
Higgins doesn’t deflect this schoolteacher’s determination
to restore her reputation, even after initial setbacks. No
matter the difficulty or disappointment, this brave heart
will persevere.
LESSON TO LEARN :

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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Compassionate Heart
PLAY - NEW TEACHER

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Teacher DVD)

In the clip, Mr. Stoneman has been assigned
Miss Thatcher’s teaching position, bringing
a change in protocol and classroom
atmosphere.
1. Elizabeth Thatcher’s
compassionate teaching style
vividly contrasts with her
replacement, Mr. Stoneman.
A) Pinpoint the areas where
the two teachers differ on
their teaching approach. B)
Discuss the conclusion each
child might draw from Mr.
Stoneman’s less than empathetic
stance toward their special needs. C)
Think about the conversation between Shane Cantrell
and Mr. Stoneman. What is at the root of Philip being
expelled? D) Share: Can you recall a schoolteacher from
your childhood who was similar to either Miss Thatcher
or Mr. Stoneman? What feelings do you associate with
those memories, and why?

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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2. Finding Truth: A) Read Ephesians 4:32, Luke 6:36,
Philippians 4:8, Psalm 145:8-9 and then write
guidelines you would give a new teacher based on
these verses. B) Jesus Christ was known for being
compassionate. Find one of many instances in Matthew
15:29-39. Discuss the ways we see how He had a
“heart” for others in these scriptures. C) Jesus healed
the physical needs of people in the crowd. Describe how
Elizabeth “healed” emotional needs in her classroom.
D) Personal or Share: Looking back at your life, can you
think of a time or moment when another’s compassion
touched you in a special way? In My Lesson to Learn
record your thoughts and why it meant so much to you.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Compassion is found in a person with a “heart” in contrast
with someone who appears callous or unmerciful. Anyone
on the receiving end of caring and concern can flourish,
often rising above their situation, whereas the opposite may
develop under a stern and unsympathetic master. Such was
the situation in Miss Thatcher’s classroom where students’
special needs were addressed in a loving way, the opposite
occurring under Mr. Stoneman’s tutelage. For Elizabeth, a
student’s self-esteem ranked far above impressive test scores,
believing that the love of learning is accomplished when a
compassionate heart is present.
LESSON TO LEARN :

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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Purposeful Heart
PLAY - MY PASSION

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Teacher DVD)

In the clip, Elizabeth Thatcher has been blacklisted, but longs
to reunite with her students, to follow her passion to teach.
Even though she is no longer in the classroom, her expertise is
still needed and appreciated.
1. Elizabeth Thatcher has been
denied following her passion.
A) If Elizabeth were never
allowed to teach again, what
role could you see for her
in the future? B) Discuss
what qualities, skills and
passion Elizabeth has
that could bring about
a “miracle” with Philip
Cantrell. C) Describe
the feelings you would
have if the children’s
letters had been addressed
to you. D) Personal or Share:
Have you ever considered what is your
life purpose? If so, write a brief summary in My Lesson
to Learn. If you don’t know what God has called you to
do, journal your skills and talents, noting which bring
the most joy.
EDIFY FILMS INC.
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2. Finding Truth: A) You are here on Earth for a purpose.
Read the following verses and then discuss how they
speak to you about purpose and your value to God:
Psalm 139:13-16, Jeremiah 29:11, Ephesians 1:11,
3:20. B) In Luke 2:41-52, read about Jesus’ fondness
for learning and then discuss how it relates to His
life-purpose indicated in verse 49. C) Personal or
Share: Are there (or have there been) areas of your
life – background, personality, physical appearance –
that keep you from believing God can use you for His
purpose? Journal your thoughts in My Lesson to Learn
and then write a prayer asking for acceptance of these
and an eagerness to follow His plan for you. (If you’ve
already overcome these areas, write a prayer of
thankfulness.)
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Knowing one’s life purpose comes from catching God’s
vision of what can be accomplished through innate gifts
and honed talents. Schoolteacher Elizabeth Thatcher
believes passionately what she is called to do in her lifetime
– touch children’s lives in a way that makes a difference
in their future. Her words, “I know God intended me to
be a teacher … it’s who I am in my soul,” sums up her
purposeful heart and eagerness to follow God’s plan.

LESSON TO LEARN :

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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Blameless Heart
PLAY - EXONERATED

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Teacher DVD)

In the clip, Cape Fullerton schoolteacher Francine Fessler
rethinks her original stance about Superintendent Higgins
after being approached by Elizabeth Thatcher months earlier.
Francine’s trip to Hope Valley reveals new information.

2. Finding Truth: A) Study James 3:13-18, 2 Peter 1:5-9
and then discuss how you can develop a godly life based
on these verses. B) The Bible provides examples of those
who portray goodness and consistency of character
through their actions. Read Job 1:1-5, 1 Samuel 24:112 and then describe the godly behavior you see in each
man. C) Personal or Share: In your life, where do you
struggle most with being Christ-like? Write your analysis
in My Lesson to Learn.

1. Francine Fessler steps up to exonerate Elizabeth
Thatcher. A) The notes from Superintendent Higgins
are proof of sexual harassment. Explain the reason, in
your opinion, that Francine has saved the handwritten
messages over time. B) Prior to the evidence being
produced to clear Elizabeth’s name, had Mr. Stoneman’s
perception of her already begun to change, and why?
Discuss. C) Imagine and describe the consequences for
Elizabeth’s future – emotionally and career-wise – if
Francine had not come forward. D) Personal or Share:
Give an example in your life, or someone you know, or
in the news that reflects, “Bad things happen when good
people do nothing.” Record your example in My Lesson
to Learn.

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Living in harmony with a godly character results in a
blameless life, one that friends, family or community can
wholeheartedly trust. Certainly no one is perfect, but when
unwarranted suspicion is cast on that character, it smears
the individual’s reputation, nonetheless. Elizabeth Thatcher
has found herself in that position, her future and emotional
wellbeing in jeopardy. Thankfully, another teacher was
impressed to do the right thing, and encouraged by Abigail
Stanton’s mailing, allowing Elizabeth’s name to be cleared.
Yet, this schoolteacher has always had a resolutely blameless
heart and an unwavering godly character.
LESSON TO LEARN :

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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Wise Heart
PLAY - DESTINY

(In the Bible Study section of your Heart of a Teacher DVD)

In the clip, Constable Jack Thornton has returned from the
funeral for a fellow Canadian Mountie, learning from the
Colonel that the crime situation in the Northern Territories has
become worse. The weight of his calling is heavy.
1. Jack Thornton has made a decision to take another
position. A) Discuss the reason Elizabeth possibly has
a better understanding than most of Jack’s dilemma.
B) Torn by the news, consider why Elizabeth seeks out
Abigail Thornton. C) If Elizabeth had not accepted
Jack’s proposal in light of his leaving, how could this
affect his morale in the field? D) Personal or Share: Have
you ever had to make a weighty decision that would
affect someone else in addition to yourself? Describe
your decision-making process and how faith came into
play. Record this situation in My Lesson to Learn.

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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2. Finding Truth: A) Read 1 Kings 3:5-15. Discuss why
God was pleased with King Solomon’s prayer. What
are the long-reaching effects of this king’s wisdom? B)
Restate the core messages of the following verses in your
own words and what they mean to you: James 1:5-6,
Proverbs 3:5-6, 4:5-8 C) Personal or Share: Do you have
a challenging decision to make? God offers this promise,
“Come here and listen to me! I’ll pour out the spirit of
wisdom upon you and make you wise.” (Proverbs 1:23
NLT). Reflect on how you will seek wisdom. Write
your response in My Lesson to Learn.
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HEART OF THE MATTER:
Good life decisions are dependent not only on intellect,
but also wisdom. The answers to challenging choices can
be found by seeking God’s wisdom through prayer and
studying the Bible. Jack Thornton has wrestled long with
the question of whether to stay in Hope Valley or follow
his calling as a Canadian Mountie. Although it poses a
threat to Jack and Elizabeth’s relationship, both know the
heartache of not being able to follow their God-given
purpose. With a wise heart, Elizabeth frees Jack to pursue
his destiny.

LESSON TO LEARN :

EDIFY FILMS INC.
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NOTES :
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WE SINCERELY HOPE
THIS BIBLE STUDY GUIDE
IS A BLESSING TO
YOU AND YOUR FAMILY.

We welcome your input:
PLEASE EMAIL US AT:

biblestudy@edifyfilms.com

